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Abstract

Background

Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy (DCM) is one of the most common degenerative disor-

ders of cervical spine and sources of cord dysfunction in adults. It usually manifests with

neurologic presentations such as loss of dexterity and gait issues. Treatment for moderate

and severe cases of DCM is surgical decompression of the region. There are many

approaches available for surgical intervention which could be categorized into anterior and

posterior based on the side of neck where operation takes place. Additionally, for certain

cases the hybridized anterior-posterior combined surgery is indicated. While there are many

technical differences between these approaches with each having its own advantages, the

complications and safety profiles of them are not fully disclosed. This protocol aims to sys-

tematically search for current reports on complications of surgical decompression methods

of DCM and pool them for robust evidence generation.

Method

Search will be carried out in PubMed, Scopus, and Cochrane databases for retrospective

and prospective surgical series, cohorts, or trials being performed for DCM with at least a

sample size of 20 patients. Query strings will be designed to capture reports with details of

complications with no year limit. Studies not being original (e.g., review articles, case

reports, etc.), not in English, having patients younger than 18-years-old, and not reporting at

least one complication will be excluded. Two independent reviewers will review the titles and

abstracts for first round of screening. Full text of retrieved studies from previous round will

be screened again by the same reviewers. In case of discrepancy, the third senior reviewer

will be consulted. Eligible studies will then be examined for data extraction where data will

be recorded into standardized form. Cumulative incidence and 95% confidence intervals of

complication will be then pooled based on generalized linear mixed models with
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consideration of approach of surgery as subgroups. Heterogeneity tests will be performed

for assessment of risk of bias.

Discussion

This systematic review is aimed at providing practical information for spine surgeons on the

rates of complications of different surgical approaches of DCM decompression. Proper deci-

sion-making regarding the surgical approach in addition to informing patients could be facili-

tated through results of this investigation.

Introduction

Cord compression following degenerative processes in cervical spine often leads to Degenera-

tive Cervical Myelopathy (DCM) also known as cervical spondylotic myelopathy, a common

cause of myelopathy in adults. It is associated with cervical spinal cord tissue injury [1] and

functional changes in the brain [2]. DCM commonly presents with neurologic manifestations

such as loss of dexterity and gait issues [3] and patients are typically screen using Magnetic

Resonance Imaging [4]. Non-operative management for mild cases and surgical decompres-

sion for moderate and severe cases at the stenotic areas are typically chosen. However, the nat-

ural history of DCM demonstrates neurological deterioration over the subsequent course of

disease, indicating surgery for most cases [5, 6]. Debate currently remains for the ideal decom-

pressive intervention with options including anterior, posterior, and a combined anterior-pos-

terior approaches.

The existing evidence on the incidence of complications in different approaches to DCM

decompression is inconclusive and remarkably varied [7]. These varying profiles are signifi-

cant because complications such as esophageal perforation are much more severe, requiring

extended hospitalization and extensive medical care. This protocol tries to describe the periop-

erative complications of DCM surgeries and to assist surgeons in decision-making and patient

counseling.

Materials and methods

We will perform an aim-directed systematic review of cross-sectional, cohort, and trial studies

to achieve the rate of complications of DCM decompression surgeries. We will follow Pre-

ferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) [8] for reporting

results and flow of searched studies. Protocol version of this checklist (PRISMA-P [9]) is pro-

vided in S1 Table.

Eligibility criteria

To be eligible, studies should be peer-reviewed works in English with either retrospective or

prospective cross-sectional, cohort, or trial designs and enroll at least 20 conventional surgical

cases older than 18 years with reports of at least one complication (Table 1). Conventional sur-

gery approaches were chosen as: 1- anterior decompression with/without fixation, 2- posterior

decompression with/without fixation, 3- anterior decompression with fixation combined with

posterior fixation. In order to make the synthesis and analysis more applicable to everyday

medical practice, we used a previous review of cervical spine surgeries [10] and focused on the

most commonly encountered major complications (Table 2).
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Information sources

PubMed, Scopus, and Cochrane will be systematically searched to identify any eligible peer-

reviewed work. Cross-reference checks will be performed for included studies with manual

investigation of Google Scholar. Rayyan (ryyan.ai) platform will be utilized for screening pro-

cedure and duplicates removal.

Search strategy

Experienced researchers in systematic reviews will design search strategies incorporating key-

words DCM and its related derivatives, with consideration of different DCM surgeries and

associated complications. These strategies will be tailored to different databases to maximize

the effectiveness of the search. To the search to include only human studies, filters will be uti-

lized to exclude any research involving non-human animals. PubMed’s search strategy is

shown in S1 File.

Study selection

Two independent reviewers will go over the titles and abstracts of retrieved works and perform

the first round of screening in Rayyan tool. In the next step, a second round of screening will

be performed based on the full text of potentially eligible studies against the eligibility criteria.

In case of discrepancies, a third senior reviewer will be consulted. PRISMA flowchart will be

illustrated to depict the flow of documents and reasons for exclusion.

Table 2. Definition of complications.

Complication Definition

Dysphagia Injury to the pharynx or esophagus, or postoperative difficulty swallowing

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

leak

Leakage of fluid and/or documented tear in the protective membrane covering the

spinal cord

Wound complications Surgical site infection or wound opening

Neurological damage Injury to the spinal cord or nerve roots, or postoperative weakness in the upper limbs

Dysphonia Injury to the voice box, laryngeal nerves, or postoperative hoarseness

Hemorrhagic events Injury to blood vessels during surgery or observation of a growing hematoma deep

within the wound

Coagulation events Deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, or non-posterior ischemic strokes

Pneumonia Infections of the respiratory tract

Urinary tract infection

(UTI)

Infections of the urinary system

Reoperation Indication of reoperating on same patient for reasons such as hardware failure,

revision surgery, or other complications management

Readmission Readmission to hospital after being discharged

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296809.t002

Table 1. Eligibility based on population, intervention, control and outcomes (PICO) structure.

Population DCM patients older than 18-years

Intervention Anterior, posterior, or hybrid anterior-posterior surgeries

Comparator DCM patients without complications of interest

Outcome Perioperative complications

Study

design

Retrospective or prospective cross-sectional, cohort, or trial studies with at least 20 surgical cases with

no year limit

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0296809.t001
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Data extraction

The same two independent reviewers will do the extraction process into a predefined standard

form (S2 Table). The extraction form will be created based on piloted studies. In a situation

where disagreement arises the third senior reviewer will be questioned. The authors of original

works will be reached out if any question or ambiguity of data is encountered. The extraction

form is represented in the appendix.

Data items

Data such as the first author, year of publication, design, location of study, sample size with sex

ratio, age, approach of surgery, number of spinal levels, complication and designated rate will

be extracted. For studies using databases, the name of database will also be extracted.

Risk of bias

As we anticipate including majority of works from non-randomized works, the Joanna Briggs

Institute’s (JBI) tool for assessment of risk of bias in cohort and cross-sectional studies will be

used. Same independent reviewers will carry out the risk assessment and the third senior

reviewer will be consulted wherever deemed necessary.

Outcomes

Perioperative complications of DCM decompression will serve as outcomes of interest. The

full list of complications with their definitions is provided in Table 2.

Summary measures

The pooled incidence rates of each complication with estimated 95% confidence interval will

be reported. Moreover, these values will be generated for anterior, posterior, and combined

anterior-posterior approaches for purpose of comparison.

Synthesis of results

Incidence of complications will be aggregated into cumulative rate with 95% confidence inter-

val. We calculated Event counts will be rounded to the closest integer The generalized linear

mixed model (GLMM) with logit transformation (also known as ‘PLOGIT’) of proportions

will be used for the purpose of pooling. The Clopper-Pearson’s method will be utilized for con-

fidence interval estimation. Random-effect approach will be used for all analyses. We will not

perform imputation of missing values while missing items will be disregarded from specific

analyses. All analyses will be performed using R statistical packages for meta-analysis. I2 statis-

tics will be used for heterogeneity assessment with values more than 50% as heterogenous. The

subgroup analysis will be used to compare approaches of surgery. Between-group comparison

will be done by one-way ANOVA or Chi-square test, whichever appropriate. Two-sided alpha

levels less than 0.05 will be regarded as significant.

Risk of publication bias

This form of bias will be checked by investigation of funnel plots via Egger’s test of funnel

asymmetry.

Ethics

As secondary published data are going to be used, ethics approval is not required.
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Discussion

Expected benefits

Many DCM patients undergo cervical decompression surgeries nowadays. This systematic

review and meta-analysis will shed light on the rate of complications of DCM surgeries and

compare main surgical methods allowing patients and spine surgeons to make more informed

decisions.

Limitations

Anterior and posterior surgical approaches commonly are indicated for different pathology

variants that can differ substantially and combining them could make interpretation difficult.

Moreover, we anticipate a high degree of heterogeneity in the subsequent samples. We will

perform subgroup analysis of different approaches to overcome these limitations to some

extent.

Conclusion

This review will be a comprehensive assessment of current state of literature on cons of spine

surgeries and build a foundation for informed clinical decision making and also to identify

potential areas of improvement in both research and clinical arenas.
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